CONCERT-800/600 OPTIONS
- Dust Cover for C-800 ST-800
- Dust Cover for C-600 ST-600
- Stand for C-800 ST-800
- Stand for C-600 ST-600
- Key Cover for C-800/KC-800
- Key Cover for C-600/KC-600
- BTNC-MX6 Cable 1.5m
- 3m/5m
- Stereo Connection Cord
- Bench PC-700-PC-300
- Headphones KH-1000

KORG DIGITAL PIANO [CONCERT SERIES]

A NEW DIMENSION IN SOUND
Your emotions are conveyed with the touch of a finger. Includes come flowing out. Close your eyes and enter a new world. Natural transparent sound with the power to release your creative spirit. The KORG Digital Piano Concert Series with special imaging.

CONCERT-7000 SURROUND STEREO DIGITAL REVERB
- Sticks • Built-in three-stage reverberation effects • 128kb/s • 4/32 • 12/32 • 16/32
- Voices • Built-in stereo reverberation effects • 128kb/s • 4/32 • 12/32 • 16/32
- 32kHz • 64kHz • 96kHz
- Built-in three-stage stereo reverberation effects • 128kb/s • 4/32 • 12/32 • 16/32

CONCERT-5000 SURROUND
- Sticks • Built-in three-stage reverberation effects • 128kb/s • 4/32 • 12/32 • 16/32
- Voices • Built-in stereo reverberation effects • 128kb/s • 4/32 • 12/32 • 16/32
- 32kHz • 64kHz • 96kHz
- Built-in three-stage stereo reverberation effects • 128kb/s • 4/32 • 12/32 • 16/32

CONCERT-3500
- Sticks • Built-in stereo reverberation effects • 128kb/s • 4/32 • 12/32 • 16/32
- Voices • Built-in stereo reverberation effects • 128kb/s • 4/32 • 12/32 • 16/32
- 32kHz • 64kHz • 96kHz
- Built-in stereo reverberation effects • 128kb/s • 4/32 • 12/32 • 16/32

CONCERT-2500
- Sticks • Built-in stereo reverberation effects • 128kb/s • 4/32 • 12/32 • 16/32
- Voices • Built-in stereo reverberation effects • 128kb/s • 4/32 • 12/32 • 16/32
- 32kHz • 64kHz • 96kHz
- Built-in stereo reverberation effects • 128kb/s • 4/32 • 12/32 • 16/32

Transform Your Piano into an Entire Orchestra. Concerto and Symphony Expands Your Musi

CONCERT-800/600 SPECIFICATIONS

- C-800 SURROUND C-600
- KEYBOARD 88-key, 51-key, 41-key, 31-key, 21-key
- Velocity Sensitive Piano, Harpsichord, Organ, Strings, Piano & Strings
- EFFECTS Surround (Room, Stage, Hall)
- POWER SUPPLY AC 120V-240V
- POWER CONSUMPTION 200W
- DIMENSIONS 128.5 x 446 x 197.5 mm
- WEIGHT 23.5 kg
- ACCESSORIES AC Power cord, Music stand, Music clip (JR)

NOTICE
KORG products are manufactured under strict specifications and qualities required for each country. The KORG in the KORG distribution offices in each country is the only KORG product you can buy. If you have any question, the KORG in the KORG distribution office is the only KORG product you can buy. If you have any question, the KORG in the KORG distribution office is the only KORG product you can buy. If you have any question, the KORG in the KORG distribution office is the only KORG product you can buy.

KORG INC. 15-2, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo Japan
STEP INTO A NEW AGE OF MUSICAL ENJOYMENT

The barriers are being broken down. Creation of warm, vibrant music with the sophisticated functions and brilliant sound of digital instruments has become easier than ever before. And more affordable.

GORGEOUS, REALISTIC SOUND

These advanced instruments are the latest members of the renowned Concert Series of digital pianos. They feature astonishingly accurate reproduction of the acoustic grand piano sound and preserve that instrument's unique and subtle timbral qualities.

The secret behind this genuine grand piano sound is the technological marvel of sound sampling making a direct, high-quality digital recording of the actual sound source. Because of this, all the delicate expressive nuances of the piano, from the strking of the strings and the vibration of the soundboard to the mellow sustain and decay of the sound, are beautifully and precisely reproduced.

The Concert-800/900's built-in speaker system is comprised of a pair of high-quality stereo speakers mounted so that the sound is directed downward. The direct sound from the speakers, the resonance of the piano body itself, and the various sound reflections off the walls, floor and ceiling all combine to create a perfectly balanced and natural acoustic piano sound.

PERFORMANCE CAPABILITIES

Besides the brilliant piano sound unique to the Concert Series pianos, an additional five sound programs, also created by state-of-the-art sampling technology, have been installed. The Harpsichord program effectively creates a classical music feel, while the Organ program reproduces the rich sound of a church organ. The Virginals provide the animated tones of a vibraphone, while Strings brings the lush sounds of a symphonic orchestra to the keyboard.

The final program, Piano and Strings, makes it possible to play the two sounds of piano and strings in a gorgeous layer. With Piano and Strings, your repertoire isn't limited to solo piano pieces; in fact, the stunning realism of all the sound programs of the Concert-800/900 virtually puts an entire orchestra within the reach of your fingertips.

The Concert-800/900 are also equipped with a Layer function that allows you to combine any two of the single sound programs for simultaneous play (with the exception of Piano and Strings, which is already a layered program). With this feature, program combinations of Piano and Virginals, Strings and Harpsichord, or any other combination of those four can be created for maximum expressive potential.

The Concert-800/900 also support the International MIDI standard (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) and come equipped with rear-panel MIDI terminals for connection and control of other MIDI musical instruments. The possibilities of MIDI are absolutely boundless as your imagination. A MIDI sequencer such as the KORG Digital Recorder CONCERTO allows you to record and playback sounds on the Concert-800/900. In this way, for example, the Strings program can be used to play back a violin part while you play a piano part above it. And even more realistic orchestral sounds can be combined with the Concert-800/900 by connecting an external sound source such as the KORG Orchestra Module SYMPHONY.

ATTRACTIVE FEATURES AND CONVENIENT FUNCTIONS

Compact and attractively designed with a natural wood grain finish, the Concert-800/900 blend in beautifully with any décor. And the piano-like qualities of the instrument extend to the responsive feel of the touch-sensitive keyboard which accommodates and accurately reproduces any technique from pianissimo to fortissimo. A built-in key transpose function is also included, allowing you to change the key of the instrument over a four octave range, making the Concert-800/900 excellent for accompaniment purposes. A headphone jack permits connection of a stereo headphone set for added playing convenience.

CONCERT-800 SURROUND STEREO DIGITAL PIANO

CONCERT-600
KORG DIGITAL PIANO
[CONCERT SERIES]

A NEW DIMENSION IN SOUND
Your emotions are conveyed with the touch of a finger, melodies come flowing out. Close your eyes and enter a new world. Natural transparent sound with the power to release your creative spirit. The KORG Digital Piano Concert Series with special imaging.

CONCERT-7000 SURROUND STEREO DIGITAL REVERB
- 36W RMS
- 136W Max
- 4730/4735
- 176VA
- 36.9kg

CONCERT-7100 SURROUND
- 43W RMS
- Built-in three stage surround reverberation effects
- 128W Max
- 4730/4735
- 176VA
- 33.9kg

CONCERT-5000 SURROUND
- 36W RMS
- 128W Max
- 4730/4735
- 176VA
- 34.9kg

CONCERT-3500
- 36W RMS
- Built-in two digital recorded acoustic piano sounds, electronic piano, voice & harpsichord
- 128W Max
- 4730/4735
- 176VA
- 34.9kg

CONCERT-2500
- 36W RMS
- Built-in two digital recorded acoustic piano sounds and harpsichord
- 128W Max
- 4730/4735
- 176VA
- 33.9kg

Transform Your Piano into an Entire Orchestra. Concerto and Symphony Expands Your Musical Imagination

Concerto DIGITAL RECORDER
The Concerto is a digital recorder designed for the Concert Series digital piano and other MD-50 keyboards. Your music can be recorded and saved for future playback on the built-in 20 GB hard disk. Besides the enjoyment of music, the Concerto has 18 functions that are very effective for music education.

Symphony
- 36W RMS
- 128W Max
- For use only with the Concerto
- 4730/4735
- 176VA
- 36.9kg

NOTICE
KORG products are manufactured under strict specifications and individual items are subject to slight color variations, etc., from the model illustrated in this catalog. KORG reserves the right to change specifications and appearance without notice for further improvement. KORG does not accept any responsibility for damage or loss resulting from the use of this catalog or the model illustrated in this catalog. KORG INC. 16-2 Shinsakado 1-chome, Sagamihara, Tokyo, Japan.
STEP INTO A NEW AGE OF MUSICAL ENJOYMENT

The barriers are being broken down. Creation of warm, vibrant music with the sophisticated functions and brilliant sound of digital instruments has become easier than ever before. And more affordable.

**GORGEOUS, REALISTIC SOUND**

These advanced instruments are the latest members of the renowned Concert Series of digital pianos. They feature astonishingly accurate reproduction of the acoustic grand piano sound and preserve that instrument's unique and subtle timbral qualities.

The secret behind this authentic grand piano sound is the technological marvel of sound sampling making a direct, high-quality digital recording of the actual sound source. Because of this, all the delicate expressive nuances of the piano, from the striking of the strings and the vibration of the soundboard to the mellow sustain and decay of the sound, are beautifully and precisely reproduced.

The Concert-600's built-in speaker system is comprised of a pair of high-quality stereo speakers mounted so that the sound is directed downward. The direct sound from the speakers, the resonance of the piano body itself, and the various sound reflections off the walls, floor, and ceiling all combine to create a perfectly balanced and natural acoustic piano sound.

**PERFORMANCE CAPABILITIES**

Besides the brilliant piano sound unique to the Concert Series pianos, an additional five sound programs, also created by state-of-the-art sampling technology, have been installed.

The Harpsichord program effectively creates a classical music feel, while the Organ program reproduces the rich sound of a church organ. The Vibe provides the animated tones of a vibraphone, and Strings brings the lush sounds of a string orchestra to the keyboard.

The final program, Piano and Strings, makes it possible to play the two sounds of piano and strings in a gorgeous layer. With Piano and Strings, your repertoire isn't limited to solo piano pieces; in fact, the stunning realism of all the sound programs of the Concert-600/800 virtually puts an entire orchestra within the reach of your fingertips.

The Concert-800/600 are also equipped with a Layer function that allows you to combine any two of the single sound programs for simultaneous play (with the exception of Piano and Strings, which is already a layered program). With this feature, program combinations of Piano and Vibe, Strings and Harpsichord, or any other combination of those four can be created for maximum expressive potential.

The Concert-800/600 also support the international MIDI standard (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) and come equipped with rear panel MIDI terminals for connection with and control of other MIDI musical instruments. The possibilities of MIDI are absolutely as boundless as your imagination. A MIDI sequence such as the KORG Digital Recorder CONCERTO allows you to record and playback sounds on the Concert-800/600. In this way, for example, the Strings program can be used to play back a violin part while you play a piano part above it. And even more realistic orchestral sounds can be combined with the Concert-800/600 by connecting an external sound source such as the KORG Orchestra Module SYMPHONY.

**ATTRACTIVE FEATURES AND CONVENIENT FUNCTIONS**

Compact and attractively designed with a natural wood grain finish, the Concert-800/600 blends in beautifully with any decor. And the piano-like qualities of the instrument extend to the responsive feel of the touch-sensitive keyboard which accommodates and accurately reproduces any technique from pianissimo to fortissimo. A built-in key transpose function is also included, allowing you to change the key of the instrument over a one octave range, making the Concert-800/600 excellent for accomplishment purposes. A headphone jack permits connection of a stereo headphoneset for added playing convenience.

**FRONT PANEL**

- Volume
- MIDI-Transposer: Adjusts total pitch in semitone steps over one octave.
- Tone selectors
- Factory preset

**REAR PANEL**

- Soft/Costenato: Input for pedal used for soft or staccato effect.
- DAMPER: For damper pedal input.
- MIDI In and OUT jacks for MIDI connection.
- RECORDER output for recording of external mic or instrument sound through built-in speakers.
- Soft OUT: Control output for sound reproduction through your home audio system.